
Dear participants: 

I look forward to our workshop.  Below is a  SUGGESTED list of supplies.  
Please do not feel you have to have everything!  You may already have 
supplies that are the same or comparable.  Please email me at 
calmquist58@gmail.com if you have any questions. 

BRUSHES:  I love Loew-Cornell round size 12 but any reasonably good 
synthetic quality round brush in a size 12 will do,  I also have a large mop 
and a small size 2 or 4 for detail and my favorite da vinci natural bristle 
brush for large area washes because they hold a lot of water. You may want  
a liner and a flat but only the bolded brushes are required. 

WATERCOLOR PAPERS:  I suggest 140lb cold press or rough. I use Fabriano 
and Saunders Waterford (a top quality paper). Many artists use Arches, it 
has a great reputation but for my style I’m not a fan. If you like it use it. 
Paper is the MOST IMPORTANT supply for a watercolour artist.  If your 
budget is tight DO Not skimp here.  If your paper is poor quality your 
work will be too!  It would be helpful to have extra watercolour paper 
for exercises (backs of old paintings, etc). A gator board or wooden 
support would be helpful but it’s not necessary.  Please have several 
sheets of paper, maybe 3 half sheets (15 x”x22”)  we will only use 1 
sheet for the actual painting but nice to have extra if something goes 
wrong and for practice, or if you like to work on a block 15x22 - that 
works and you wouldn’t need the board, however NO PADS.  Even 
brand name watercolour pads are questionable quality. 

OTHER PAPERS: A pad of inexpensive drawing paper.  

PENCILS: I suggest a #2B pencil for drawing on the watercolour 
paper.  A kneaded eraser and pencil sharpener will be handy. 
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Paint: I prefer to use artist grade paints. I like Windsor Newton, Daniel 
Smith and Holbein.  You may use other paints for the reds and 
yellows but I recommend only using the above artist grade for the 
blues. Once again if you already have paints you like feel free to use 
them.  You will need red, yellow and blue. I prefer transparent colors 
because they let the paper shine through and are less likely to get 
muddy.  

A warm yellow (choice of new gamboge, permanent yellow deep by 
holbein, Indian yellow) , 

 Quinachrodone Gold 

 Burnt Sienna 

Cobalt Blue,  Pthalo Blue (I have green shade)  

Cobalt Teal Blue by Daniel Smith  

Indigo 

Van Dyke Brown 

The above italicized 8 colors are all you really need. 

Next l  use Transparent Orange by Schminke but you could mix a 
transparent orange with warm red like Scarlet or Transparent Pyrol 
Orange with a warm yellow. 

PALETTE: Your choice but preferably something with 2 large wells for 
mixing. 

OTHER STUFF: Hair dryer (Optional), container for water (large yogurt 
container?), paper towels. Miskit (I probably will not use it). 




